
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Command(s) you can say 

show supernova control panel 

show supernova 
Shows/reveals the SuperNova control panel. The SuperNova 

application must be already running. 

hide supernova control panel 

hide supernova 
Hides the SuperNova control panel. The SuperNova 

application must be already running. 
change keyboard settings 

keyboard settings 
Opens the Choose Keyboard and Hotkey window. 

change hot key settings 

hot key settings 

Opens the Hot Keys Desktop (101 or more keys) Defaults 

Number Pad window. 

new situation settings 

create new situation settings Opens the New Situation Settings window. 

create new application settings 

create a new settings file 

use an existing settings file 
Opens the New Application Settings window. 

create new map file 

use an existing map file 

open select map file window 
Opens the Select map file window 

edit situation settings 

open situation settings Opens the Situation Management window. 

edit application settings 

open application settings 

open settings file management window 
Opens the Settings File Management window. 

edit map file settings 

open map file management window Opens the Map file Management window. 

import application settings 

import application settings file Opens the Import window (looking for Dolphin Atlas files). 

import map 

import map file Opens the Import window (looking for Dolphin Map files). 



 

Command(s) you can say 

import script 

import script file 
Opens the Import window (looking for Dolphin Script files). 

import user settings 

import user settings file 

Opens the User Settings Import window (looking for Dolphin 

Settings files). 

export application settings 

export application settings file 

Opens the Browse for Folder window (ready for you to select 

the intended destination). 

export map 

export map file 
Opens the Select map file to export window. 

export script 

export script file 

Opens the Browse for Folder window (ready for you to select 

the intended destination). 

export user settings 

export user settings file 

Opens the User Settings Export window (ready to save a 

Dolphin Settings file). 

open profiles window 

open the profiles window 
Opens the Profile window. 

restore global preferences 
Opens the Restore Dolphin Defaults window (confirm to 

restore to the Dolphin defaults). 

restore all maps and scripts 

restore maps and scripts 

Opens the Restore all maps from Defaults window (confirm 

to restore to the Dolphin defaults). 

restore default settings 

restore defaults 
Reveals the Restore Defaults menu options. 

save settings 

save all settings 
Saves the current Dolphin SuperNova settings. 

exit supernova 

quit supernova 
Quits the Dolphin SuperNova application. 

Command(s) you can say 

magnifier on 

turn magnifier on 
Turns on the Magnifier View 

magnifier off 

turn magnifier off 
Turns of the Magnifier view 

full screen view 

switch to full screen view 

Switches the current Magnifier View to the Full Screen 

magnifier view. 

fixed window view 

switch to fixed window view 

Switches the current Magnifier View to the Fixed Window 

magnifier view. 

magnifying glass view 

switch to magnifying glass view 

Switches the current Magnifier View to the Magnifying Glass 

magnifier view. 

resizing glass view 
Switches the current Magnifier View to the Resizing Glass 

magnifier view. 



 

Command(s) you can say  

toggle view3 

change view3 

Switch to the next Magnifier View type, repeat again to 

change to the next of the Magnifier views. 

increase magnification3 

zoom in3 

make larger3 
Increases the magnification level. 

decrease magnification3 

zoom out3 

make smaller3 
Decreases the magnification level. 

pan left1,3 

pan to the left1,3 
Pans the screen to the left. 

pan right1,3 

pan to the right1,3 
Pans the screen to the right. 

pan up1,3 

pan upwards1,3 
Pans the screen upwards. 

pan down1,3 

pan downwards1,3 
Pans the screen downwards. 

apply left split screen view 

left split screen view 

Switch the current Magnifier View to the Left Split Screen 

magnifier view. 

apply right split screen view 

right split screen view 

Switch the current Magnifier View to the Right Split Screen 

magnifier view. 

apply top split screen view 

top split screen view 

Switch the current Magnifier View to the Top Split Screen 

magnifier view. 

apply bottom split screen view 

bottom split screen view 

Switches the current Magnifier View to the Bottom Split 

Screen magnifier view. 

move application right between monitors1 

move application to the right monitor1 

When a user has two screens, it moves the selected 

application window on the left monitor to the right monitor. 

move application left between monitors1 

move application to the left monitor1 

When a user has two screens, it moves the selected 

application window on the right monitor to the left monitor. 

1 The command is available only on Desktop (101 or more keyboards) 
3 The command requires the magnifier view to be switched on

Command(s) you can say 

open mouse pointers window 

change mouse pointer 
Opens the Mouse Pointers window. 

open doc reader settings window 

change doc reader settings window 
Opens the Doc Reader Settings window. 

advanced visual options 

visual advanced options window 
Opens the Visual Advanced Options window. 

colour scheme on 

turn on colour scheme 
Turns on the SuperNova Colour Scheme option. 

colour scheme off 

turn off colour scheme 
Turns off the SuperNova Colour Scheme option. 



 

Command(s) you can say  

colour scheme one4 

invert brightness4 
Changes the screen to the Invert Brightness colour scheme. 

colour scheme two4 

apply negative colour scheme4 
Changes the screen to the Negative colour scheme. 

colour scheme three4 

apply greyscale colour scheme4 
Changes the screen to the Greyscale colour scheme. 

colour scheme four4 

apply high contrast white on black4 
Changes the screen to the High Contrast White on Black colour scheme. 

colour scheme five4 

apply high contrast black on white4 
Changes the screen to the High Contrast Black  on White colour scheme. 

colour scheme six4 

apply yellow on blue4 

apply yellow on blue colour scheme4 
Changes the screen to the Yellow on Blue colour scheme. 

colour scheme seven4 

apply green on black4 

apply green on black colour scheme4 
Changes the screen to the Green on Black colour scheme. 

colour scheme eight4 

apply white on blue4 

apply white on blue colour scheme4 
Changes the screen to the White on Blue colour scheme. 

colour scheme nine4 

apply white on green4 

apply white on green colour scheme4 
Changes the screen to the White on Green colour scheme. 

colour scheme ten4 

apply red on black4 

apply red on black colour scheme4 
Changes the screen to the Red on Black colour scheme. 

colour scheme eleven4 

apply red white and blue4 

apply red white and blue colour scheme4 
Changes the screen to the Red, White and Blue colour scheme. 

colour scheme twelve4 

apply blue yellow and black4 

apply blue yellow and black colour scheme4 
Changes the screen to the Blue, Yellow and Black colour scheme. 

colour scheme thirteen4 

apply emerald colour scheme4 
Changes the screen to the Emerald colour scheme. 

colour scheme fourteen4 

apply yellow on black4 

apply yellow on black colour scheme4 
Changes the screen to the Yellow on Black colour scheme. 

colour scheme fifteen4 

apply stormy skies colour scheme4 
Changes the screen to the Stormy Skies colour scheme. 

colour scheme sixteen4 

apply green screen4 

apply green screen colour scheme4 
Changes the screen to the Green Screen colour scheme. 

colour scheme seventeen4 

apply blue wash colour scheme4 
Changes the screen to the Blue Wash colour scheme. 

colour scheme eighteen4 

apply pink colour scheme4 
Changes the screen to the Pink colour scheme. 

colour scheme nineteen4 

apply psychedelic colour scheme4 
Changes the screen to the Psychedelic colour scheme. 

4 The command requires the colour scheme option to be switched on



 

Command(s) you can say  

colour scheme twenty4 

apply orange colour scheme4 
Changes the screen to the Orange colour scheme. 

colour scheme twenty one4 

apply blue tint4 

apply blue tint colour scheme4 
Changes the screen to the Blue Tint colour scheme. 

colour scheme twenty two4 

apply cyan tint4 

apply cyan tint colour scheme4 
Changes the screen to the Cyan Tint colour scheme. 

colour scheme twenty three4 

apply green tint4 

apply green tint colour scheme4 
Changes the screen to the Green Tint colour scheme. 

colour scheme twenty four4 

apply red tint4 

apply red tint colour scheme4 
Changes the screen to the Red Tint colour scheme. 

custom colour scheme4 

apply custom colour scheme4 
Changes the screen to the Custom Scheme. 

configure custom colour scheme 

Opens the Configure Custom Colour Scheme window. The 

current colour scheme must be set to the custom colour 

scheme. 

highlighting on 

turn on highlighting 
Turns on the SuperNova highlighting option. 

highlighting off 

turn off highlighting 
Turns off the SuperNova highlighting option. 

toggle highlighting 
Switches SuperNova highlighting from on to off and vice 

versa. 

default highlighting5 

reset highlighting5 

change to default highlighting5 

Switches the current highlighting style back to the Default 

highlighting style. 

large red highlighting5 

switch to large red highlighting5 

Switches the current highlighting style to the Large Red 

highlighting style. 

large red with mouse highlighting5 

switch to large red with mouse highlighting5 

Switches the current highlighting style to the Large Red with 

Mouse highlighting style. 

large blue highlighting5 

switch to large blue highlighting5 

Switches the current highlighting style to the Large Blue 

highlighting style. 

large blue with mouse highlighting5 

switch to large blue with mouse highlighting5 

Switches the current highlighting style to the Large Blue 

with Mouse highlighting style. 

large yellow highlighting5 

switch to large yellow highlighting5 

Switches the current highlighting style to the Large Yellow 

highlighting style. 

large yellow with mouse highlighting5 

switch to large yellow with mouse highlighting5 

Switches the current highlighting style to the Large Yellow 

with Mouse highlighting style. 

highlighting options 

open highlighting options window 

Opens the Highlighting Options window, enabling a user to 

create a custom highlighting style. 

switch to custom highlighting5 

turn on custom highlighting5 
Switches the current highlighting style to the Custom 

highlighting style. 

4 The command requires the colour scheme option to be switched on 
5 The command requires the highlighting option to be switched on, to see the effect 



 

Command(s) you can say  

line view document1 

line view the document1 

Reveals the Line View of the text of the current document. 

The Line View starts with the text that is at the beginning of 

the document. 

start line view from cursor 

start line view 

Reveals the Line View of the text of the current document. 

The Line View starts from the cursor position. 

start scrolling Causes the text to start scrolling right to left. 

stop scrolling Stops the scrolling of the Line View text. 

scroll faster 

increase scroll speed 
Increases the scrolling speed of the Line View text. 

scroll slower 

decrease scroll speed 
Decreases the scrolling speed of the Line View text. 

skip backwards Jumps backwards along the line of text. 

skip forwards Jumps forwards along the line of text. 

skip backwards low 

skip backwards medium 

skip backwards high 
Jumps backwards an amount of text along the line of text. 

skip forwards low 

skip forwards medium 

skip forwards high 
Jumps forwards an amount of text along the line of text. 

exit line view 

close line view 
Closes the Line View. 

1 The command is available only on Desktop (101 or more keyboards) 

Command(s) you can say 

hooked areas on 

show hooked areas 
Reveals any existing Hooked Areas. 

hooked areas off 

hide hooked areas 
Hides any existing Hooked Areas. 

create hooked area Creates a Hooked Area. 

place hooked area 

set hooked area 
Confirms the Hooked Area. 

modify hooked area 

edit hooked area 
Selects a Hooked Area. 

go to next area 

next hooked area 
Selects the next Hooked Area. 

delete hooked area Deletes the selected Hooked Area. 

turn foci highlights on Turns Foci highlights on. 

turn foci highlights off Turns Foci highlights off. 

zoom into hooked area 

increase magnification of hooked area 

Increases the magnification level within the selected Hooked 

Area. 



 

Command(s) you can say  

zoom out from hooked area 

decrease magnification of hooked area 

Decreases the magnification level within the selected 

Hooked Area. 

increase x magnification1 

increase the x magnification1 

Increases and stretches on the x axis the magnification level 

within the selected Hooked Area. 

decrease x magnification1 

decrease the x magnification1 

Decreases and squashes on the x axis the magnification level 

within the selected Hooked Area. 

increase y magnification1 

increase the y magnification1 

Increases and stretches on the y axis the magnification level 

within the selected Hooked Area. 

decrease y magnification1 

decrease the y magnification1 

Decreases and squashes on the y axis the magnification level 

within the selected Hooked Area. 

1 The command is available only on Desktop (101 or more keyboards) 

Command(s) you can say 

speech on 

turn speech on 

voice on 

turn voice on 

Turns on the SuperNova Speech option. 

speech off 

turn speech off 

voice off 

turn voice off 

Turns off the SuperNova Speech option. 

increase volume6 

turn up voice6 
Increases the speech volume. 

decrease volume6 

turn down voice6 
Decreases the speech volume. 

increase speed6 

speed up the voice6 
Increases the rate of speed of the speech. 

decrease speed6 

slow down the voice6 
Decreases the rate of speed of the speech. 

change synthesiser1,6 

next synthesiser1,6 
Changes the voice to the next synthesiser voice. 

change language1,6 

next language1,6 
Changes the language of the voice. 

select a different voice 

change voice 
Opens the Voice Preferences window. 

stop speech1 Stops speech. 

stop read from here1 Stops the speech. 

open doc reader window2 Opens the Doc Reader window. 

close doc reader window Closes the Doc Reader window. 

time and date1 Speaks out loud the current time and date. 



 

Command(s) you can say  

battery status1 Speaks out loud the current laptop/PC battery status. 

open voice preferences window Opens the Voice Preferences window. 

show voice and language settings Opens the Voice Preferences window. 

show user defined voices settings Opens the Voice Preferences window. 

show synthesiser configuration settings Opens the Voice Preferences window. 

1 The command is available only on Desktop (101 or more keyboards) 
2 The command is available for laptop keyboards only 
6 The command requires the Speech mode to be turned On

Command(s) you can say  

braille output on Turns Braille Output on. 

braille output off Turns Braille Output off. 

show braille preferences Opens the General Preferences window 

braille general announcements Opens the General Announcements window 

braille input routing buttons options Opens the Input from Display window. 

braille input dolphin cursor options Opens the Input from Display using Dolphin Cursor window. 

braille character options Opens the Characters window. 

braille layout options Opens the Layout options window. 

braille status cells options Opens the Status Cells window. 

braille cursor style options Opens the Cursor Style options window. 

show braille on screen on Turns on the Show Braille On Screen option. 

show braille on screen off Turns off the Show Braille On Screen option. 

set braille verbosity level to minimum Sets the Braille Verbosity level to the option Minimum. 

set braille verbosity level to low Sets the Braille Verbosity level to the option Low. 

set braille verbosity level to medium Sets the Braille Verbosity level to the option Medium. 

set braille verbosity level to high Sets the Braille Verbosity level to the option High. 

braille hooked areas on Turns on the Braille Hooked Areas option. 

braille hooked areas off Turns off the Braille Hooked Areas option. 

show braille advanced options Opens the Braille Advanced Options window. 



 

Command(s) you can say 

turn off supernova hotkeys1 Turns off/deactivates the SuperNova Hotkeys 

turn on supernova hotkeys1 Turns on/enables the SuperNova Hotkeys. 

supernova start up preferences Opens the Startup Preferences window. 

supernova update settings Opens the Automatic Update settings window. 

supernova control panel settings Opens the Control Panel Settings window. 

supernova web settings Opens the Web Page Settings window. 

supernova touch screen settings Opens the Touchscreen window. 

supernova feedback settings Opens the Feedback Settings window. 

supernova advanced options Opens the General Advanced Options. 

scan from file Opens the Open file to scan from… window. 

scan from scanner  

open supernova scanner settings Opens the Scan And Read Settings… window. 

setup supernova scanner Opens the Scan And Read Settings… window. 

select the supernova scan language Opens the Scan And Read Settings… window. 

where are my scanned supernova documents 
Opens the Scan And Read Settings… window and shows the 

directory path to the Scan and Read Output Folder 

show my books Opens the Bookshelf-online window (My Books). 

show my newspapers Opens the Bookshelf-online window (Newspapers). 

open file in reader Opens the Open Dolphin Doc Reader file… window. 

show online books 
Opens the Bookshelf-online window (Select Content 

Provider). 

show supernova news Opens the News window. 

supernova radio stations Opens the Radio Stations window. 

supernova podcasts Opens the Podcasts window. 

1 The command is available only on Desktop (101 or more keyboards) 

 



 

1 The command is available only on Desktop (101 or more keyboards) 

2 The command is available for laptop keyboards only 

3 The command requires the magnifier view to be switched on

4 The command requires the colour scheme option to be switched on 

5 The command requires the highlighting option to be switched on, to see the effect  

6 The command requires the Speech mode to be turned On
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